ACTION LEARNING WORKSHOPS
Come learn what many successful Fortune 500 companies as well as non-profits do to
untangle their tough business problems, while developing leaders. Action Learning is
a way of seeing problems in a new light, an innovative way of breaking through those
problems in real time. And, it simultaneously builds leaders, teams and organizations.
We’ve got a complicated problem at work, and we’re stuck. What can I do?
Try Action Learning! It’s a creative way to untangle tough business problems, and
find breakthrough solutions. Fortune 500 companies use it – so do non-profits.
What’s it all about?
Action Learning is a way of seeing problems in a new light. An innovative way of
breaking through those problems, in real time.
Wait – so I actually get work done, and learn at the same time?
Exactly. You solve your problem, and improve your leadership skills at
the same time. And develop the skill to do it again, any time! It works!

I get it! Where
can I learn more?

See for yourself at one
of our workshops!

The workshops all have International Coach Federation (ICF) Continuing Education Units (CEUs).

WORKSHOPS
8:30 am - 5:00 pm each day | $1,150 per workshop | Sign up at www.wial-usa.org

Experience the power of
Action Learning, and how and
why it works. You’ll arrive at
real solutions to real problems
by practicing some key roles:
problem presenter, team
member, and coach.

Ready for the next step
to becoming a Certified
Action Learning Coach?
You’ll practice advanced
coaching techniques to
support team learning
and performance.

Advance as an Action
Learning Coach by
working on complex
challenges with guest
presenters from local
organizations over
multiple sessions.

Areas of focus:
• Essential elements
• The power of asking
great questions

Areas of focus:
• Linking questions to
problem solving
• Navigating issues in
group dynamics

Areas of focus:
• Designing a program
• Contracting for
success

Foundations of
Action Learning
May 6-7

Certification for
Action Learning
Coaches 1 (CALC 1)
May 8-9

Certification for
Action Learning
Coaches 2 (CALC 2)
May 8-9

What do people say about the workshops?
“I recommend these workshops to anyone who wants to develop their leadership and creative thinking abilities” PM, Boeing
“It’s the best process I have experienced for team learning and storming/forming quickly & effectively” VP, Microsoft
FACULTY Anita Bhasin, MSc, SALC (Senior Action Learning Coach) | Diane Vreyens, MSc, SALC (Senior Action Learning Coach)
To read more about Action Learning, visit wial.org/aboutAL/ | Questions? Contact Diane.Vreyens@WIAL-USA.org 425.443.2863

